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ABSTRACT: Direct synthesis of methylchlorosilanes (MCS) is a complex
solid−gas−solid reaction where solid silicon (Si) reacts with chloromethane
(CH3Cl) in the presence of a copper (Cu)-based catalyst, and coke formation
by cracking of CH3Cl is a severe problem for this process. In this study, the
effects of the Cu/Si ratio and Zn promoter on the MCS catalytic performance
have been investigated in a fluidized bed lab-scale reactor (semibatch mode).
Pre- and postcharacterization (SEM, XRD, Raman and DRIFTS spectroscopy,
and TGA/DCS/MS) were performed to gain insights into the structure and
reactivity of the carbonaceous species, the formation of active (Cu3Si) and
unselective/coke-promoting (CuxSiy, Cu0) phases. A higher content of the
CuCl catalyst (5 × Cu) boosts the Si consumption and initial reactivity with
little effect on dimethyldichlorosilane ((CH3)2SiCl2; “M2”) selectivity other
than a slightly longer induction period relative to the standard Cu/Si ratio, but
it also promotes formation of undesired phases and hence coke. The effect of
Zn promotion (in conjunction with Sn) is difficult to discern with standard amounts of CuCl and Zn added to the contact mass, but
with increased amounts, Zn clearly facilitates the formation of the active catalytic phase and also appears to render the amorphous
carbonaceous species formed somewhat more structurally ordered and H-depleted. The work expands our understanding of the
MCS synthesis since both the Cu/Si ratio and Zn promotion affect the mechanisms as well as the propensity to form coke.

1. INTRODUCTION
The reaction between chloromethane (CH3Cl, also called
methyl chloride) and silicon (Si) to synthesize methylchlor-
osilanes (MCS), also known as the Müller-Rochow Synthesis
or the Direct Process, is currently the most convenient and
economical way to produce MCS industrially. Almost 90% of
the starting materials for current silicone manufacturing are
obtained with MCS monomers.1−3 On an industrial scale,
ground metallurgical grade silicon is mixed with a copper-
based catalyst4−9 and minor amounts of various other
promoter elements10−15 in a fluidized bed reactor under
gaseous CH3Cl, at temperature and pressure ranging between
280−350 °C and 1−10 bar.11,16 This quite unique gas
(CH3Cl)−solid (Si)−solid (Cu-based catalyst) heterogeneous
reaction exhibits a complicated dependency on reaction
temperature, (partial) pressure(s), reactor type, residence
time distribution, and phase/component interactions.5,11 The
latter incorporates nature, purity, size distribution, morphol-
ogy, and proportion of silicon to copper catalyst precursor and
promoters.17 Moreover, a range of methylchlorosilanes,
(CH3)xSiCl4−x, is formed although the dominant and main
product of interest is dimethyldichlorosilane, (CH3)2SiCl2, also

referred to as “M2”.18 Other side products formed during the
direct process include hydrocarbons and high- and low-boiling
Si-containing residues.1

Discussions on the detailed mechanism of the MCS reaction
and the role of copper as the main catalyst have a long
history.19 Unlike typical heterogeneous catalytic processes, the
solid phase reactant (Si) must first interact with the Cu-based
catalyst precursors to form a contact mass containing copper-
silicide phases. It has previously been reported that Cu3Si, also
referred to as η-phase, acts as the most active catalytic phase.20

Si is thus not only a reactant but also part of the catalytically
active phase.21 The broad product distribution and the small
impurities in the metallurgical grade silicon (i.e., Fe, Al, Ca,
etc.) add to the complexity.1,19,22,23 Several Cu-based
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compounds such as CuO, Cu2O, CuCl, and also combinations
thereof have been used as the catalyst precursors in the MCS
synthesis.4−9 CuCl is regarded as efficient in this respect, since
it not only reduces the induction period but also increases the
selectivity toward M2.5 Several other metals are reported to
enhance the catalytic activity, selectivity, and stability of copper
in the direct process.10−15 For example, there is a general
agreement in the literature that zinc (Zn) increases the
selectivity toward M2,10,14 and that its copromotion with tin
(Sn) results in a synergistic relationship that increases both
reaction rate and M2 selectivity.12,24

Adsorption and decomposition of CH3Cl on the surface into
CH3* and Cl* (* indicates adsorbed species) are an initial
assumption for the primary MCS reaction.25 Further
decomposition of the CH3* group is commonly referred to
as “cracking”. During the MCS process, several silicon-free
products are also formed through catalytic and/or thermal
cracking of CH3Cl.26−28 These products include volatile
molecules, such as methane, ethane, ethylene, hydrogen,
hydrogen chloride, and certain higher hydrocarbons, as well
as nonvolatile carbonaceous material (also referred to as
“coke”). The latter deposits on the contact mass and results in
deactivation of active phases, which causes operational,
economic, and environmental problems. Several mechanisms
have been proposed for coke formation. Bazǎnt proposed that
the coke is mainly comprised of polymethylenes, formed via
dehydrogenation of CH3* to CH2*, CH*, and C* species, and
a recombination of these.27 Clarke claimed that coke is mainly
formed from CH3Cl cracking on copper, e.g., 2Cu + 2CH3Cl
→ 2CuCl + CH4 + H2 + C.29 Wessel et al. reported an
enhanced coke deposition at higher reaction temperatures.30 It
has also been reported that insufficient fluidization in the
reactor may lead to the formation of localized hot spots,31 up
to 1000 °C during the industrial direct synthesis, thereby
facilitating thermal cracking of CH3Cl. The deposited coke
may contain chlorine, in which case it has been found to
further catalyze the cracking process at lower temperatures, i.e.
an autocatalytic effect.32

Although significant progress has been made over 70 years,
the actual carbon formation mechanism and the nature of the
carbon formed remain to be understood to the extent that it
enables inhibition or a high degree of predictability in
industrial operation. The amount and nature of carbon species
are affected by the reaction conditions, type of catalyst
precursor, selection of promoters, and reactor type, and it
would be beneficial to learn more about the initiation of
cracking to learn how to suppress it. In the present study, a
series of contact mass samples with varying ratios of CuCl to Si
contents and addition of Zn and Sn as promoters were
therefore prepared and tested in a fluidized bed semibatch lab
reactor for the MCS process with relatively short reaction
times. To evaluate the effect of relative CuCl concentration
and role of Zn on the catalytic performance, the coke
formation, and the CuxSiy phase transformations, we have
investigated the crystalline structure, morphological properties,
and the surface chemical features of the reacted contact mass
samples. Furthermore, a qualitative approach is taken to
characterize the thermal and structural properties of the
deposited coke. This provides additional insight into the
cracking mechanism and coke deposition on the contact mass
particles.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Sample Preparation. Five grams of metallurgical

grade silicon (Si 99 wt %, Fe < 0.4 wt %, Al < 0.4 wt %, Ca <
0.1 wt %, produced by Elkem Thamshavn), milled and sieved
to 71−125 μm, was mixed with a catalyst and promoters for
the contact mass samples. The amount of catalyst (high purity
CuCl) was either standard for our laboratory experiments
(termed std-Cu), or elevated (termed 5 × Cu) to provoke the
effect of increased amounts of CuCl in the initial contact mass,
or alternatively, a high degree of Si consumption without the
other effects of a progressed reaction, e.g. coke, present. The
contact mass samples were either with or without Zn to study
the role of this promoter, while Sn was always added as a
promoter. The details of sample composition are summarized
in Table 1. The “standard” samples correspond to 97.5 wt % Si
and 2.5 wt % of CuSnZn, while those with 5 × Cu consist of
87.5 wt % Si and 12.5 wt % of CuZnSn. The exact Zn and Sn
(ppm quantities) amounts are proprietary, something that also
applies to other (low level) impurities in the metallurgical
grade Si. The amounts of promoters (Zn and Sn) were,
however, increased by only 3 times in the 5 × Cu samples to
limit unrealistic effects from these elements.

2.2. Catalytic Performance. Evaluation of the catalytic
performance of the contact mass mixtures was carried out in a
fluidized bed lab-scale reactor. The samples were reacted with
a continuous flow of 285 NmL/min CH3Cl gas in a semibatch
mode (i.e., with no subsequent addition of contact mass) at
near-ambient pressure and 300 °C (reactor wall temperature).
Argon gas (10 NmL/min) was cofed continuously as an
internal standard. The effluent gas composition, comprising Si-
based gaseous products (i.e., M1: CH3SiCl3, M2: (CH3)2SiCl2,
M3: (CH3)3SiCl, MH: CH3SiHCl2, M2H: (CH3)2SiCl,
(CH3)3Si2Cl3, and (CH3)4Si2Cl2), was quantified by gas
chromatography using a Varian 3800 Gas Chromatograph
equipped with a packed column and a TCD detector.

The reaction experiments were carried out for set time
periods of 5 and 16 h, which are intended to yield information
regarding the initial phase of an industrial run. At the end of
the experimental run, samples of reactor residue contact mass
were transferred (under argon) from the reactor to a small,
sealed glass bottle with a screw cap. The bottles were stored in
a glovebox under N2 before being transferred to the different
characterization apparatuses.

Silicon consumption, reactivity, and selectivity toward, e.g.,
M2 is calculated as follows:

Table 1. List of Analyzed Contact Mass Samplesa

Samples/description Promoters Run time (h)

Pure CuCl - -
Si-Ref − Metallurgical grade Si - -
S0 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuZnSn Sn, Zn 0
S1 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuZnSn−5 h Sn, Zn 5
S2 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuSn−5 h Sn 5
S3 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuZnSn−16 h Sn, Zn 16
S4 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuSn−16 h Sn 16
S5 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuZnSn−5 h Sn, Zn* 5
S6 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuSn−5 h Sn* 5
S7 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuZnSn−16 h Sn, Zn* 16
S8 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuSn−16 h Sn* 16

aNote that Sn and Zn were only increased ×3, while CuCl was
increased ×5.
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Here, mSi,0 and mSi,t represent the Si mass in the reactor at the
start and at reaction time t, respectively, with mSi,t calculated
from the integrated formation of Si containing products. ṁM2 is
the mass flow rate of dimethyldichlorosilane in the product
stream. ṁMi refers to the mass flow of gaseous product i.

2.3. Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
was performed on a Bruker D8 A25 DaVinci X-ray
Diffractometerusing Cu−Kα radiation (λ = 1.54060 Å), in
continuous scan mode where a step size of 0.014°, time step of
0.4 s, and fixed divergence slit of 0.3° were used. The
diffraction patterns were matched with the ICDD PDF-4+
database to identify the crystalline phases present. Morpho-
logical and elemental analyses of the near-surface region were

made by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi
SU9000 S(T)EM instrument coupled to the Oxford Ultim
Extreme EDX-system. Raman spectra were obtained using a
Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 spectrometer, utilizing a
633 nm He−Ne laser excitation source at 8 mW power and a
50× objective lens. Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier
transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was performed on a Bruker
Vertex 80v IR-Spectrometer. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and mass
spectrometry (MS) analyses were obtained using a Netzsch
STA 449C Jupiter TGA/DSC coupled with a Netzsch Aeölos
QMS 403C. The samples were heated to 800 °C (from 35 °C
at 10 °C/min) under 25 mL/min Ar (protective gas) and 55
mL/min synthetic air.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Characterization of Si, CuCl, and Unreacted

Contact Mass. The physical and chemical characteristics
representative of samples before undergoing any reaction, i.e.,
metallurgical grade silicon (Si-Ref), unreacted contact mass
(S0), and CuCl, are presented in Figure 1. The X-ray
diffractograms (Figure 1a) of Si-Ref and CuCl display the

Figure 1. Characteristics of catalyst (CuCl), metallurgical grade silicon (Si-Ref), and unreacted contact mass (S0). (a) XRD patterns, offset along
the y-axis for clarity, ★ symbol refers to CuCl2 (impurity); (b) Raman spectra, normalized to the main peak (519 cm−1) with the inset displaying
intensity differences; (c) CuCl and (d) Si-Ref and S0 TGA/DSC profiles with dashed vertical lines indicating the melting point of CuCl (422 °C);
(e) SEM mages and elemental mapping of S0.
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characteristic peaks of bulk silicon (ICDD PDF#00-005-0565)
and CuCl (ICDD PDF#04-007-2951), respectively. The
diffraction pattern of CuCl overlaps with that of silicon to a
large extent, except for a relatively weak peak at a 2θ value of
33.0°, which is not detected in the diffractogram of S0.33 The
standard amount of catalyst (2.5 wt %) is thus insufficient with
respect to capturing the presence of CuCl in unreacted contact
mass. This must be considered when interpreting the XRD
results from the reacted mass samples. The small peaks near
16.0° and 32.5° in the diffractogram from CuCl belong to
CuCl2(impurity).34 Likewise, these peaks could not be
detected in the unreacted contact mass sample (S0).
Raman spectra for Si-Ref and S0 are displayed in Figure 1b.

The major bands at Raman shift values of 300, 430, 519, 615,
and 940 cm−1 in both samples belong to phononic modes
unique to silicon.35 The bands around 300, 615, and 940 cm−1

all show a higher intensity in the unreacted contact mass (S0).
Copper oxide species exhibit Raman bands at around 293 and
623 cm−1,36 but the increase also at 940 cm−1 suggests this
difference is due to experimental imprecision. Overall, the two
samples appear similar, dominated by Si.
The TGA and DSC results obtained under an oxidative

atmosphere for CuCl, Si-Ref, and S0 are plotted in Figure 1c-d.
The CuCl sample displays insignificant mass loss below 100 °C
due to drying and a small but continuous mass loss up to 300
°C (inset plot in Figure 1c). The latter might be due to
moderate oxidation of CuCl.37 The sharp endothermic DSC
signal peak (Figure 1c) signifies the CuCl melting point at 423
°C.37 Thereafter, the sample experiences almost an 88% mass
loss. CuCl decomposes and vaporizes as Cu3Cl3(g), Cu4Cl4(g),
and Cu5Cl5(g) above the melting temperature.38 Unfortunately,
the corresponding MS signals for these species could not be
detected, since the relevant mass to charge ratio (m/e) exceeds
the detection limit of the MS in this setup. However, within

the same temperature range, an increase of almost 1 order of
magnitude in the Cl signal (m/e = 35) was found.

The TG curves for metallurgical grade silicon (Si-Ref) and
unreacted contact mass (S0) (Figure 1d) show an initial mass
loss of 1.35−2.5% below 100 °C, which is attributed to drying.
For Si-Ref, a small, continuous mass gain owing to silicon
oxidation across the whole temperature range is thereafter
noticed, in agreement with previous reports.30 The unreacted
contact mass (S0), however, experiences a continuous mass
loss after 100 °C, which becomes sharper at around 422 °C.
The observed mass changes in this sample may therefore result
from a combination of an increase, due to silicon oxidation,
and a decrease related to CuCl oxidation and decomposition.

The SEM image representative of the S0 sample and its
corresponding elemental mapping illustrate the distribution of
smaller CuCl particles over a larger silicon particle (Figure
1e)), and it is representative of the morphology of an
unreacted contact mass.

3.2. Catalytic Performance. Si consumption, reactivity,
and selectivity data, measured in the fluidized bed reactor, are
shown in Figure 2. It is immediately noticeable that the relative
amount of CuCl and the presence of Zn affect the silicon
consumption. Si consumption increases steadily up to ∼10%
through 5 h and further to ∼40% after 16 h when the standard
amount of catalyst is used (i.e., S1−S4), whereas the
consumption is substantially higher in 5 × Cu samples (i.e.,
S5−S8), consuming ∼80% of the Si within 16 h (Figure 2a-b).
Increasing the catalyst + promoter/silicon ratio hence
considerably accelerates the reactivity. The reactivity (Figure
2c-d) displays the rate of MCS (mass of gaseous products, Mi)
product formation relative to unconverted mass of Si in the
reactor. We observe a strong increase within the first 5 h to
30−40% and 10−20% Si consumption for the 5 × Cu and std-
Cu samples, respectively. Thereafter, a strong decline in
reactivity for the 5 × Cu samples occurs before leveling off at a

Figure 2. Evaluation of catalytic performance of CuCl in various contact mass samples at 300 °C; (a−b) Silicon consumption, (c−d) Reactivity
toward Mi (mass of MCS products per mass of unreacted silicon per hour), and (e−f) M2 Selectivity (mass fraction of (CH3)2SiCl2 in the gaseous
product effluent). S1−4: std-Cu; S5−8: 5 × Cu; S1, 3, 5, 7: Zn promoted; S2, 4, 6, 8: no Zn (all samples Sn promoted).
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somewhat higher level than the std-Cu counterparts. The std-
Cu contact masses exhibit neither the same high reactivity nor
the decline within the reaction time of 16 h.
The overall trend in selectivity toward dimethyldichlor-

osilane only shows minor variation with relative amounts of
CuCl; however, the maximum M2 selectivity is reached faster
with the std-Cu samples (Figure 2e-f). After an induction
period of ∼2 h, 83−93% selectivity to M2 can be observed
until it declines at high Si consumption. The gaseous product
distributions for all contact mass samples are given in Figure 3.
The main side products are M1 and MH, produced with higher
selectivity than M2 during the first 20 min of reaction. M1 and
MH selectivity increases again at the time where the M2
selectivity is declining. Other silane byproducts constitute only
minor contributions to the products. The peak in M2

selectivity is more prominent in contact masses with 5 × Cu,
compared to that in std-Cu samples. The selectivity to M3
((CH3)3SiCl) also appears slightly lower for the 5 × Cu runs.

With respect to Zn promotion, the activity trends are clearer
for 5 × Cu samples; the Si consumption and reactivity are
higher in the Zn-promoted samples (S5 and S7) than those
without Zn (S6 and S8) at the initial stage of the reaction
(Figure 2a-d). This is also observed with std-Cu samples, but
the difference is smaller (S1−S4). Zn-promoted contact
masses show slightly, but consistently, higher M2 selectivity
during the initial period than their counterparts without Zn,
and the selectivity levels off at a slightly higher value (Figure
2e-f). However, M2 selectivity gradually decreases after ∼30%
of Si consumption with Zn-promotion, while it remains steady
to higher Si consumption in samples without Zn (Figure 2b
and f). Notably also, an earlier decline in reactivity with Zn
present appears accompanied by a decrease in M2 selectivity.

3.3. Characterization of the Reacted Contact Mass
Samples. Figure 4 shows representative X-ray diffractograms
of the postreaction contact mass samples with 5 and 16 h of
reaction time. The XRD characteristic peaks for silicon already
discussed in Section 3.1 are present in each sample (2θ of
28.5°, 47.3°, 56.1°, 69.1°, and 76.4°). The peaks at 2θ values of
43.3°, 50.4°, and 74.1° belong to metallic copper ; those at
44.5° and 45.1° represent the Cu3Si, η-phase, and Cu15Si4 can
be identified at 2θ values of 43.7° and 45.7°. The std-Cu
contact masses (S1−S4) show little indication of different Cu
species due to too low concentration. Clear fingerprints of
metallic Cu, Cu15Si4, and Cu3Si in the full 2θ region can only
be detected for an increased Cu/Si ratio (S5−S8). Also the

Figure 3. Product distribution over 5 h (a-d: left) and 16 h (e-h,
right) MCS reaction times for all contact mass samples at 300 °C.
The standard amount of the CuCl catalyst was added in the top four
(a: S1, b: S2, e: S3, f: S4), and an increased (5×) amount of the CuCl
catalyst was added in the lower four (c: S5, d: S6, g: S7, h: S8). S1, 3,
5, 7 (a, c, e, g) are Zn promoted; S2, 4, 6, 8 (b, d, f, h) have no Zn (all
samples Sn promoted). M1: CH3SiCl3, M2: (CH3)2SiCl2, M3:
(CH3)3SiCl, MH: CH3SiCl2, M2H: (CH3)2SiCl, (CH3)3Si2Cl3, and
(CH3)4Si2Cl2.

Figure 4. XRD pattern for contact mass samples after (a) 5 h and (b)
16 h of MCS reaction time with details of the 42°−46° region
displayed to the left. The ●, ★, and ▼ symbols indicate metallic Cu
(ICDD PDF#00-004-0836), Cu15Si4 (ICDD PDF#04-014-4307), and
Cu3Si (ICDD PDF#00-059-0262), respectively. S1−4: std-Cu; S5−8:
5 × Cu; S1, 3, 5, 7: Zn promoted; S2, 4, 6, 8: no Zn (all samples Sn
promoted).
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weak CuCl peak at 33.0° is not discernible with the std-Cu
amount (S1−S4), while it is visible in 5 × Cu samples (S5−
S8), indicating that elevated amounts of CuCl at the start of
the reaction either render it unreacted or induce its formation.
Cu0, Cu15Si4, and Cu3Si exhibit distinct peaks in the 42°−

46° range of the XRD diagrams (zoom, Figure 4) that can be
used for qualitative analysis of the development of the phases.
The characteristic signal for metallic Cu (denoted as ●)
increases substantially over the reaction time, i.e., from 5 to 16
h in samples with 5 × Cu (S5−S10), while the observable
changes in samples with std-Cu (S1−S4) are marginal. The
characteristic peaks related to Cu3Si (denoted as ▼) and
Cu15Si4 (denoted as ★) phases are also hardly visible in the
samples with std-Cu, both with Zn (i.e., S1, S3) and without
Zn present (i.e., S2, S4). This could be the result of continuous
formation and consumption of these phases during the
reaction.39 However, these signals are clearly visible in samples
with 5 × Cu, which makes it possible to discern the role of Zn.
The signal intensity for the Cu3Si phase is relatively more
pronounced in samples with Zn than without. Moreover, the
characteristic signals for Cu15Si4 show lower intensity and
appear at longer reaction times in the Zn-promoted contact
mass (i.e., S5, S7) than without Zn (i.e., S6, S8).
The SEM images shown in Figure 5 are examples, selected

to represent the most typical surface morphology observations
in these heterogeneous contact mass samples. There is a
general difficulty in acquiring representative, high-resolution
SEM images due to the roughness and heterogeneous nature of
these samples that increase with exposure time. Systematic
trends are therefore difficult to identify, especially for contact
masses with low amounts of catalyst and promoter (std-Cu).
We have therefore only included SEM images from samples
with 5 × Cu and 5 h (samples S5 and S6). Figure 5 illustrates
how the Si particle surface has been etched over the course of
the reaction, with silicon consumption causing the formation
of reaction pits. The surface morphology appears somewhat
different between samples with Zn (S5, Figure 5a-b) and
without Zn (S6, Figure 5c-d), since the etched region of S5 is
covered by cube-shaped structures and flakes.
Corresponding elemental mapping and EDX spectra are

shown in Figure 6. The cube-shaped structure in the Zn-
promoted contact mass (S5) mainly contains Cu, and Cu and
Zn are (generally) associated with each other (Figure 6a).

Without Zn (S6), however, the Si surface tends to be covered
by CuCl species (Figure 6b). Elemental mapping also generally
suggests that the presence of carbon is linked to the location of
copper on contact mass samples (several images and different
exposures, not shown).

Raman spectra of the reacted contact mass samples are
plotted in Figure 7. The bands at around 1150, 1310, and 1600
cm−1 are all attributed to carbonaceous species.40 1150 cm−1 is
mainly assigned to C−H vibrations in hydrogenated coke.41,42

1310 cm−1 is known as the disordered (D) band, which is a
characteristic feature of amorphous carbon.43,44 1600 cm−1 is
known as the graphitic (G) band and representative of highly
ordered, crystalline graphite.44 The characteristic bands for
carbonaceous species are less prominent in the 5 h samples
(Figure 7a), but they are clearly visible after 16 h of MCS
reaction time (Figure 7b). The spectral intensities are
insufficient to show overtones (2D, ∼2660 cm−1), but this
could also signify little or no graphitization. The intensity of
the G-band relative to the D-band appears to increase over
time, suggesting less hydrogenated and more structurally
ordered carbon as the reaction progresses. The std-Cu (S1−
S4) samples also display smaller contributions in the
carbonaceous species range than their 5 × Cu counterparts
(S5−S8).

The effect of Zn promotion is not apparent directly from
Raman spectra, but the intensity of the G-band also appears
more prominent in samples with Zn (Figure 7, S3, S5, S7).
The full width at half-maximum of the G-band (fwhmG)
computed for the contact mass samples after 16 h of reaction
time (Table 2) suggests a narrower G-band (as calculated with
Spectragryph - optical spectroscopy software version 1.1) and
hence formation of more ordered carbon with Zn present.45

Figure 8 presents the DRIFTS spectra of reacted contact
mass samples to yield surface chemical features. The band near
830 cm−1 is assigned to the deformation mode of surface (S)
adsorbed H, δ(S−H), and its presence indicates the
decomposition of CH3 on the contact mass surface.46 No
significant difference is observed for this absorbance band
between samples with and without Zn. The band is, however,
more noticeable throughout the reaction, i.e., after 16 h
(Figure 8), suggesting a higher concentration of H at the
surface over the course of the reaction. The spectral regions
around 900−1100 cm−1 and 1200−1500 cm−1 are dominated
by the absorbances that we attribute to silicon−oxygen
vibrations and C−H bending modes, respectively.46,47 Again,
no noticeable difference is observed for these bands other than
that they are more visible as the reaction progressed in time.
The band near 1600 cm−1 is due to stretching vibrations of
carbon π-bonds (given as v(C�C)).48,49 It is detected mainly
for 5 × Cu samples reacted for 16 h (S7−S8) but with higher
intensity for the Zn promoted sample (S7). The bands found
in the O−H stretching area (3200−3500 cm−1) are most likely
due to the presence of water in these samples,47 taken up from
air post MCS reaction, which is also supported by the TGA/
MS results discussed below.

Very low amounts of carbon relative to total sample mass are
present after 5 h of MCS reaction time. Systematic TGA and
DSC trends were therefore more prominent and interpretable
for the contact mass samples after 16 h (S3−S4 and S7−S8),
and these are presented in Figure 9 together with MS signals
for the evolved gases. All samples experience a mass loss of 1−
2% below 100 °C, which is attributed to drying, aswell as
dehydration of Si−OH groups present in the spent contact

Figure 5. SEM images of 5 × Cu contact mass samples reacted for 5
h, (a,b) with Zn (S5) and (c,d) without Zn (S6) promotion.
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mass50, evidenced by the presence of H2O (m/z = 18) signals
below 100 °C in the MS spectra (Figure 9). The std-Cu
samples (S3 and S4) undergo a continuous mass loss over the
whole temperature range, with an overall mass loss of around
2.5%, as evidenced by TGA analysis in Figure 9a−b. A slight
mass increase is obtained, however, for the 5 × Cu samples
between 200−420 °C (S7 and S8, TG plots in Figure 9c−d).
This can be attributed to a combined effect of mass loss and
gain due to decomposition of carbonaceous species evidenced
by CO2 signals (m/z = 44) from the MS spectra and oxidation
of (primarily) copper species, respectively. Note the order of
magnitude difference in MS signal intensity for 5 × Cu as
compared to std-Cu, as well as the CO2 formation from the 5
× Cu samples also correlating well with the DSC exotherms.
The small variations in the DSC signal from the std-Cu
samples are difficult to interpret due to the high relative Si
content. The higher Si consumption for 5 × Cu samples after
16 h renders more Cu and carbonaceous species per sample
mass, and the concentration and nature of Cu species present
may also affect the efficacy of coke oxidation. It is thus difficult
to quantify differences in carbon formation based on the TGA
results, but the MS data agree qualitatively with the Raman and
DRIFTS spectra on increased coke formation with a higher

Figure 6. EDX elemental mapping and spectra of 5 × Cu contact mass samples reacted for 5 h, (a) with Zn (S5) and (b) without Zn (S6)
promotion.

Figure 7. Raman spectra of contact mass samples, averaged over 5−
10 points on each sample but not normalized, after (a) 5 h and (b) 16
h (c) of MCS reaction. ◆ denotes C−H vibrations (∼1120 cm−1), ★
D-band (∼1310 cm−1), and ● G-band (∼1600 cm−1). S1−4: std-Cu;
S5−8: 5 × Cu; S1, 3, 5, 7: Zn promoted; S2, 4, 6, 8: no Zn (all
samples Sn promoted).

Table 2. Calculated Full Width at Half Maximum of the G-
Band (FWHMG) for the Reacted Contact Mass Samples
after 16 h of Reaction Time

Samples/description fwhmG (cm−1)

S3 − 97.5%Si2.5%CuZnSn−16 h 60
S4 − 97.5%Si12.5%CuSn−16 h 91
S7 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuZnSn−16 h 67
S8 − 87.5%Si12.5%CuSn−16 h 81
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Cu/Si ratio. A substantial mass loss is observed for these
samples after 420 °C, likely associated with the decom-
position/reaction of unreacted CuCl in the contact mass
(Figure 1c).
The temperature profiles (Figure 9) of the MS spectra for

CO2 formation from the spent contact mass samples are
summarized in Table 3. Coke oxidation is initiated at around
200 °C with a peak at around 300 °C. According to the
literature, coke oxidized below 400 °C consists of amorphous
structures, alkylated mono- and diaromatics, and surface and
bulk carbide phases,51,52 while coke oxidized above 400 °C is
ascribed to polymeric carbon.52 It appears that the amount of
catalyst affects the nature and reactivity of the deposited coke
because the CO2 peak appears at lower temperatures in the 5 ×
Cu samples than in the std-Cu samples, and the oxidation of
the coke is completed below 400 °C (Table 3). But, we
speculate that high CuCl content increases the tendency of
local hotspot formation during oxidation.29 It is difficult to
correlate MS CO2 signal trends (and thus coke formation)
with Zn promotion, but samples without Zn (S4 and S8)
exhibit more prominent H2O (m/z = 18) MS peaks at their
respective peak temperatures of coke oxidation (Figures 9b,
9d) than their respective Zn-promoted counterparts (S3 and
S7, Figures 9a and 9c). This is an indication that the deposited
coke has higher hydrogen contents, which is in line with our
findings from Raman spectroscopy (Figure 7).

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Methodology. The present work illustrates some of

the challenges in studying the methylchlorosilane synthesis
with high scientific accuracy. The presence of a solid reactant

limits the precision of the reaction experiments and the
possibility for extracting systematic data since there is no real
steady-state, and it is difficult to ensure the absence of
concentration and temperature gradients. The recent review by
Zhang et al.3 discusses how different catalysts and promoters in
addition to the reactor design and process parameters influence
the reaction rate and product distribution of the MCS process.

Figure 8. DRIFT spectra of contact mass samples after (a) 5 and (b)
16 h of MCS reaction. S1−4: std-Cu; S5−8: 5 × Cu; S1, 3, 5, 7: Zn
promoted; S2, 4, 6, 8: no Zn (all samples Sn promoted).

Figure 9. TGA, DSC, and MS profiles of the (a, b) std-Cu and (c, d)
5 × Cu contact mass samples (a, c; upper panels) with Zn and (b, d;
lower panels) without Zn after 16 h of MCS reaction time. S3−4: std-
Cu; S7−8: 5 × Cu; S3, S7: Zn promoted; S4, S8: no Zn (all samples
Sn promoted).

Table 3. Temperature (°C) Profile of CO2 (m/z = 44) MS
Spectra for the Reacted Contact Mass Samples

Sample
Initial peak
temp. (°C)

Main peak
temp. (°C)

2nd peak
temp. (°C)

End peak
temp. (°C)

S1−97.5%Si2.5%
CuZnSn−5 h

<200 336 - 440

S2−97.5%Si2.5%
CuSn−5 h

<200 300 340 480

S3−97.5%Si2.5%
CuZnSn−16 h

<200 300 - 440

S4−97.5%Si12.5%
CuSn−16 h

<200 300 340 440

S5−87.5%Si12.5%
CuZnSn−5 h

<200 276 - 400

S6−87.5%Si12.5%
CuSn−5 h

<200 284 - 400

S7−87.5%Si12.5%
CuZnSn−16 h

<200 287 375 400

S8−87.5%Si12.5%
CuSn−16 h

<200 284 350 400
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The fluidized bed laboratory arrangement adopted in the
present work has been developed by Elkem over decades and
has demonstrated good reproducibility and capability with
respect to extracting valuable insights.53−55 In the present
work, the protocol was extended to disentangle the effects of
the reaction time and Cu/Si ratio in conjunction with the
effect of the Zn promoter. In addition, we found that contact
mass samples may change under exposure to ambient
conditions. In order to extract good characterization data,
storage under inert conditions must be ensured. Detailed
mechanistic insight remains difficult, however, and thus, more
theoretical approaches and use of model systems may prove
highly useful.56

Our results confirm the heterogeneity of reacted contact
masses, displaying unreacted Si with localized etching and
differences in the CuCl, metallic Cu, and copper silicide phases
as well as carbon of varying order, H-content, and reactivity.
The somewhat similar reactivity and Si consumption between
the std-Cu experiments after 16 h and 5 × Cu after 5 h suggest
that higher Cu loadings may be used as representative,
accelerated protocols for enhancing effects of a progressed
reaction. A range of characterization tools was applied, each
with−admittedly−limited precision due to the heterogeneity.
This makes interpretations based on a single technique less
conclusive, and thus, we made an effort to support our claims
below with more than one result. The general challenge
remains, however, to quantify both carbon formation and
active species under controlled conditions.

4.2. Effect of Relative CuCl Contents on Catalytic
Performances. In the MCS process, the interaction between
Si and CuCl is a complex reaction system, whereby the active
phase, Cu3Si, is also formed. The equations below describe
how Cu3Si may form under reaction conditions (eq 4) and
how excess CuCl may facilitate the transformation of the most
active phase toward more copper-rich phases (e.g., Cu15Si4 and
Cu5Si) and ultimately metallic Cu (eqs 5−7).57,58

7Si 12CuCl 4Cu Si 3SiCls s g s g( ) ( , ) 3 ( ) 4( )+ + (4)

31Cu Si 12CuCl 7Cu Si 3SiCls s g s g3 ( ) ( , ) 15 4( ) 4( )+ + (5)

9Cu Si 20CuCl 31Cu Si 5SiCls s g s g15 4( ) ( , ) 5 ( ) 4( )+ + (6)

Cu Si 4CuCl 9Cu SiCls s g s g5 ( ) ( , ) ( ) 4( )+ + (7)

The Cu/Si ratio in the startup mass has a significant effect
on the reactivity of the MCS process, and as shown in Figure 2,
samples with 5 × Cu yield substantially higher Si consumption
compared with the std-Cu samples. However, the initial
increase in Si consumption/reactivity is not fully proportionate
to the increased quantity of CuCl, and excess CuCl is also
clearly associated with a decline in reactivity as the reaction
progresses. Furthermore, higher CuCl concentration (5 × Cu)
has no certain effect on the maximum selectivity compared to
the std-Cu samples but results in a slightly longer induction
period in the selectivity toward M2. The latter is difficult to
explain and may suggest that parallel, or even reversible,
reactions exist beyond eqs 4−7 above, affected by the initial
CuCl concentration. Our XRD results demonstrate higher
Cu15Si4 phase formation and Cu0 enrichment in 5 × Cu
samples over the reaction time (Figure 3). Jointly, this agrees
well with the sequential scheme (eqs 5−7) of Weber et al.,57

whereby the Cu3Si phase can progressively be consumed by

excess CuCl. Cu0 is inactive toward MCS formation and
facilitates the cracking of CH3Cl,59 leading to higher coke
formation in 5 × Cu samples, as also evidenced by our Raman
(Figure 7) and TGA/MS analyses (Figure 9).

4.3. Effect of Zn Contents on Catalytic Performances.
Zn, as discussed initially, is added in parts per million
quantities as a promoter for the MCS reaction. The Zn
promoted samples here demonstrate a higher initial Si
consumption and higher reactivity than that of samples
without Zn. The sharper rise in the reactivity curve during
the first 5 h (Figure 2c-d) indicates that Zn in low quantities
promotes the active phase formation.60 This is in agreement
with the XRD analysis (Figure 4), where samples promoted
with Zn display relatively higher signal intensities for Cu3Si and
lower intensities for Cu15Si4 phases, as also proposed by
Agarwala et al.14 In the absence of Zn, more copper-rich
phases, i.e., Cu15Si4, and metallic copper, are formed.
Formation of flakes and cube shaped structures where Cu
and Zn are associated, observed via SEM and elemental
mapping analyses (Figures 4 and 5), also suggests the role of
Zn to be dispersing Cu and promoting the active phase
formation.61

Zn-containing samples attain maximum reactivity and M2
selectivity sooner than their unpromoted counterparts.
However, both drop earlier in these samples, while in the
samples without Zn, even though the maximum M2 selectivity
may be lower, it remains until more Si in the reactor is
consumed. This can possibly be attributed to different cracking
mechanisms and nature of deposited coke, since Zn also seems
to promote higher structural order of the deposited coke, as
shown by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 7) and thermogravi-
metric analyses (Figure 9). It has been reported that Zn may
promote conversion of carbidic carbon into the graphitic
carbon, thereby to some extent, intermittently “freeing” active
sites for the reaction.21,62 This is consistent with our findings
from Raman spectroscopy, DRIFTS and TGA/MS/DSC,
which indicate more C−C and lower C−H bond formation
with Zn present. Finally, it should be kept in mind that all
samples also contained Sn, and the effects of Zn promotion
cannot be considered to be independent of the synergy with
Sn.

5. CONCLUSION
The effects of the Cu/Si ratio and Zn promoter on the catalytic
performance of the direct synthesis of methylchlorosilanes
(MCS) have been investigated using contact mass samples
with different Cu/Si ratios and reaction times. Formation of
coke and the evolution of the CuxSiy phase over reaction time
have been studied using a variety of (postreaction) character-
ization techniques and correlated to fluidized bed lab-scale
reactor MCS reaction data obtained in a semibatch mode, i.e.
continuous flow of CH3Cl but neither continuous nor periodic
injection of Si.

A higher CuCl (5 × Cu) content significantly promotes
silicon consumption and initial reactivity. However, higher
Cu15Si4 phase formation and inactive Cu0 enrichment in 5 ×
Cu samples over the reaction time are also found, which
eventually leads to moderated reactivity as well as higher
carbon formation than for the standard Cu/Si ratio. It could
also be that the content of CuCl influences the nature and
reactivity of the deposited coke. The dimethyldichlorosilane
(M2) selectivity is not greatly affected by additional CuCl, but
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a slightly longer induction period in selectivity toward M2 is
obtained.
It is found that Zn changes the etching mechanism of the Si

particles and facilitates the formation of the active catalytic
phase. This results in a shorter induction period, in which Zn-
promoted samples attain maximum M2 selectivity and
reactivity earlier than their unpromoted counterparts. The
deposited carbon is generally reactive and amorphous in
nature, but Zn appears to promote the structural order of the
deposited coke and reduce its hydrogen content.
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